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Climbs with John Longland
(Plate 88)

I first met John Longland in the dissection room of the Department of
Anatomy at the University of Cambridge during the autumn of 1954. We
were first-term medical students; John noticed my CUMC tie and strolled
across for a chat. Neither of us was destined for distinction in human
anatomy, but the burden of learning that subject was lightened by Mike
Ball, then a trainee surgeon doing a year's demonstratorship in anatomy,
and also wearer of a CUMC tie.

At that early time I had boundless but naive enthusiasm for mountain
eering, with several Frank Smythe books voraciously devoured, limited
background in hill-walking and a sum total of two afternoons' rock-climb
ing at Widdop. John, by contrast, scion of a distinguished climbing family,
had climbed for several years and seemed to know everyone and every
thing. He had a naturally outgoing personality and we soon became friends.

The CUMC held a beginners' meet at Helyg for a week that December.
As not infrequently happens on such occasions, the top brass were having
a meet of their own elsewhere and John was official Helyg meet leader. He
arrived at nine 0'clock on the first night of the meet, having walked from
Betws with two rucksacks, one on his back, one on his front. He was com
pletely happy and in his element and the meet came to life with his arrival.

There was snow overnight, but despite the resulting desirability of an
early start there was no way a sizeable group of students, cooking com
munally, could prepare and consume porridge and sausages, which my
diary records were breakfast, in under two hours. Thus it was 11.30 when
several of us gathered on the Heather Terrace.

John set off to lead a rope of three up what was then called First Pinnacle
Rib; now it is named.Overlapping Rib, one of many changes that have swept
the nation in recent years. I was second on the rope. Another beginner,
Mike Clay, was third. We were followed by another rope of two, while yet
another rope of three were starting up Second Pinnacle Rib, now alias Pinna
cle Rib. The two climbs converge higher up. Snow lay a few inches deep on
the ledges. In my innocence I little knew that the scenario held the makings
of a Late Show.

As we progressed, the cloud base, which had hung near the Heather
Ledge, also rose, giving spectacular views down into the cwm; while, above,
the cliffs remained shrouded and mysterious. Undaunted, we lunched at
the actual Pinnacle about halfway up the climb. Under the conditions the
Yellow Slab, just above, was not on. Instead we went round by the easier
corner to the right. Then John did an excellent job of first leading the long
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crack above the slab and then shepherding all seven of us up as day turned
into night.

Two days previously I had scrambled up Tryfan's North Ridge. Thus
when the first four of us joined John on the easier ground above the crack it
was agreed that I should lead this group down the North Ridge. From the
summit a streak of green sky in the west marked the end of the day, and
distant lights twinkled in Bangor and Llandudno. Soon it was dark. My
diary records: 'It was full moon, and gaps in the clouds were rapidly
widening, so that the snow was well illuminated. We kept the rope on,
carrying coils, but my rope got hopelessly tangled up, so we had to stop for
20 minutes to straighten it out by the light of the moon ... ' We got back to
the hut sometime before 7pm. John and the Second Pinnacle Rib party were
glad to have our footsteps to follow, as the moon had gone behind the clouds
again when they descended an hour later.

At the time I did not think twice about John staying behind to help the
entire group up the slippery and difficult crack at nightfall. He was totally
in command, volubly cheerful and encouraging. Now I realise he showed
excellent leadership under conditions where not all group leaders would
have been so happy.

During the week the weather see-sawed from diabolical to not too bad,
and various further climbs and walks were done. Now, more than 35 years
later, my diary brings back not only the principal acts and players but also
a wealth of supporting details. For example, we inevitably, on the Sunday,
ran out of shillings for the electricity meter. John Harding, displaying talents
which were later to lead him to success as a solicitor, managed to persuade
the local vicar to open the Sunday collection box and extract therefrom 20
shillings in exchange for a pound note. At the end of the meet I visited an
aunt in Llandudno from whom I secured a travel grant for the onward
journey by train to Manchester.

Back at Cambridge John Longland persuaded various owners of trans
port to visit Derbyshire on Sundays for gritstone climbing, followed by tea
at the Longland family house which was then at Crich. I went on one such
trip after the June exams and we enjoyed a perfect day on Gardoms and
Birchens. Plate 88 shows John on Garden Face Direct.

We had separate arrangements for the summer holidays; I climbed in the
Pyrenees and the Dauphine - surviving two narrow scrapes, one in .each
area; later in the summer John climbed with his father and others at Zermatt
and Arolla. We both then did summer jobs to earn some money. We met
again in Derbyshire for a weekend in mid-September for the novel (to me)
experience of instructing at the White Hall Outdoor Pursuits Centre. After
wards, on a short trip to Crich, John showed me his very own gritstone
outcrop - a quarry tucked away in a wood with some smallish but enter
taining and difficult routes. One of his creations was a VS with a large
overhang which he named Smaug. At the time the name meant nothing to
me. Now I realise John must have been well versed in Tolkien.

I drove to North Wales, John planning to follow for a rendezvous at Ynys
a few days later. In the meantime I had a brief but memorable encounter
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with another John. I was in the bar of Pen-y-Gwryd when a short stockily
built person entered. 'Well John,' said Chris Briggs, 'What did you do today?'
I was mildly curious as to whether this person was a walker or a climber.
His reply dispelled any doubt: 'The third ascent of Suicide Wall and the
second ascent of Suicide Groove.' John Streetly had been climbing with Don
Whillans; Don had led the Wall, John the Groove.

After a couple of days at Helyg on a low-key CUMC meet I went to Ynys
for the rendezvous with John Longland. He had not yet arrived, but Streetly
was there, without Whillans but still wanting to climb. My climbing had
not yet touched Welsh VS and I found the Llanberis atmosphere daunting.
Streetly led me up Nea and Trilon. One of my worries on the latter was whe
ther he might get into difficulties. I had a lot to learn! After Trilon he let me
lead him up Crackstone Rib.

Across the valley the declining afternoon sun cast shadows in Cwm Glas.
I did not yet know what lay in store there. John Longland arrived in the
evening and clarified that point, a climb called Main Wall which was'about
V Diff' and which we would do tomorrow. I wrote the story of the next few
days under the title 'Two Walls' in Cambridge Mountaineering 1956. That
archive is not on everyone's bookshelves and is incomplete in some respects.
I therefore reflect here again on that pivotal week.

If each of the few 100 moves on Main Wall were placed at ground level,
then it is probably true that none of them would exceed V Diff. Zigzagg
ing up a steep and imposing wall their cumulative effect is very different,
especially if, as on that occasion, it starts to rain soon after the start of the
climb, the party ahead has problems, and number two of the present party,
in socks over bendy rubbers, is unable to cope with the additional im
pediment of a well-provisioned rucksack. Luckily the party ahead were
able to help us out with the rucksack at "a critical point. Drenched, we made
it to the top after a few hours. There had been no doubt about John's com
mitment and his mastery of the conditions. He was hungry for a week's
climbing.

In the next four days we climbed Grooved Arete and Munich on Tryfan;
Ribstone Crack, Unicorn and Wrinkle on Wastad; Houndshead Buttress, Olympic
Slab and Helsinki Wall at Tremadog; and Avalanche on Lliwedd. John led all
the VSs. The landmark climb was the first ascent of Helsinki Wall. John had
not declared this project as part of the Tremadog sportplan. When he sprung
it on me after Olympic Slab I was, in modern parlance, gobsmacked. In the
current guidebook the first pitch is graded Sa. At the time this seemed the
less horrific of the two main pitches, offering the possibility of subsequent
escape to the top pitch of Olympic Slab. When John ruled out this option
and headed left to the steep upper wall I really got the jitters. It was both a
fine lead and a good piece of prior line-spotting by John. Even now people
tell me it is a quality climb. Why Helsinki? Because it is next to Olympic
Slab, which John Disley had put up in 1952, the year of the Helsinki Olympic
Games.

Two days after Helsinki Wall, and the day after the pleasantly unpressured
visit to Lliwedd, John wanted to do Great Slab on Cloggy. The weather had
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deteriorated again and we reached the Big Cliff in a dense drenching mist.
Undeterred, and with socks over rubbers, John cracked the short but diffi
cult entry slab and led way up into the mist and the first belay point. I
baulked, totally. I could see only too clearly the likelihood of a slip, a big
swing under the overhangs - and then what? At first John thought he had
insufficient rope to abseil, but luckily the ropes were just long enough. He
rejoined me and we walked down the hill in awkward silence. As we did
so the clouds cleared and our spirits rose. We would rescue the day on
Grochan. Three climbs seemed quite feasible. I would take Phantom Rib as
my first Welsh VS lead, John would lead Brant and Slape.

The first pitch of Phantom Rib, up the cracks, did not seem easy but we
had a schedule to keep and I did not dally. John joined me at the belay and
I continued with difficulty to the little ledge, fixing a line runner. The rib
above looked blank but, with some wishful thinking that the previous move
had already been the crux, I set off, unsure where I was heading but mak
ing irreversible, fingery moves. About 30ft above John I got into hopeless
difficulties, to the left of the correct line and peering into Hazel Groove, but
unable to reach that relative haven. John began to realise what was hap
pening and prepared himself. I clung on until I could cling no more, and
then zoom, thump, zoom, tug, tug! The first tug had been the line runner
breaking, the second was John holding me perfectly, a few feet above the
deck. His achievement had been all the more remarkable as the thump had
been me hitting him on the way down. He was as shaken as I was, and
probably a bit concussed. He lowered me the few feet to the ground and
I went down to Ynys for help. Luckily Hugh Banner and party had just
arrived and they quickly went to John's rescue.

We seemed to have escaped remarkably lightly; myself with strains and
bruises, John with a cracked wrist bone. However, John told me on a later
occasion that a skull X-ray, taken some years after the accident and for a
different reason, had revealed evidence of a previous fracture. The only
likely cause seemed to have been the Phantom Rib affair.

Thereafter we had some adjusting to do. Whether it was primarily due to
the fall and its psychological effects, or whether mainly for other reasons, I
shall never fully know, but the fact is that we did not from then on do any
further hard climbs together. Undoubtedly a contributory factor was that
my regional interests diversified, with visits to the Lakes and Scotland,
whereas John continued to concentrate largely on Wales. Another factor
was that I began to feel happier and more in control of situations as I in
creasingly took on a leader's role with primary responsibility for decisions,
and John also was primarily a leader. We did, however, remain friends,
and the friendship continued to be embraced by the Longland family after
their move to Bakewell.

As the years went by I began to think it would be fun if John and I were
to repeat the First Pinnacle Rib together one December day. I never fol
lowed the idea through and now it is too late, but I shall always remember
with pleasure and gratitude those early, formative days and climbs with
John Longland.
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